A model for kinetically limited vapor growth and aspect ratio evolution of atmospheric single ice crystals is presented. The method is based on the adaptive habit model of J. Chen and D. Lamb but is modified to include the deposition coefficients through a theory that accounts for axis-dependent growth. Deposition coefficients are predicted for each axis direction based on laboratory-determined critical supersaturations and therefore extends the adaptive habit approach and the capacitance model to low ice supersaturations. The new model is used to simulate changes in single-crystal primary habit in comparison to a hexagonal growth model. Results show that the new model captures the first-order features of axis-dependent, kinetically limited growth. The model reproduces not only the strong reductions in growth as supersaturations decrease but is also able to reproduce the near cessation of minor axis growth as saturations decline. While the new model reproduces the qualitative features of kinetically limited growth, relative errors are generally between 5% and 20% but can become larger than 50%. Parcel model simulation comparisons show that the new growth method reproduces the general features of axis-dependent growth in a changing temperature environment. The method also produces relatively accurate estimates of mass evolution with spherical particles, indicating that it may have broad applicability. Although the model compares well to a detailed method, uncertainties remain in the knowledge of surface kinetics that future studies need to unravel.
Introduction
The growth of ice crystals from the vapor is mired in complexity in part because of the various shapes attained by atmospheric ice (Bailey and Hallett 2009) and because much of the fundamental physics underlying how ice crystals evolve remains unknown (Libbrecht 2005) . Crystal shape is often characterized by an aspect ratio (f 5 c/a) that depends on two primary axes (a and c) rooted in the hexagonal structure of ice. These axes define the primary habits of single crystals (e.g., Fukuta and Takahashi 1999) , where a is half the maximum distance across the basal (or hexagonal) face, while c is half the height of the prism (or rectangular) face. Laboratory and atmospheric measurements suggest that crystal habit depends on temperature and supersaturation: Temperature defines the primary habit, which appears to be columnlike between 248 and 298C and platelike between 298 and 2228C and above 248C. As supersaturations approach liquid, secondary habits appear with the hollowing of columns and plates producing dendritic branches. At temperatures below 2228C older data suggest single crystals occur as columns, but more recent data suggest platelike forms (e.g., Bacon et al. 2000; Bailey and Hallett 2009) . While these classic habits are observed (Westbrook and Heymsfield 2011) , irregular, polycrystalline, and even plates with fewer than six prism facets are also routinely found (e.g., Kikuchi and Hogan 1979; Heymsfield et al. 1990; Bacon et al. 2000 Bacon et al. , 2003 Bailey and Hallett 2009) . Because of the seemingly limitless range of crystal types, we restrict our discussion below to single crystals.
Modeling ice vapor growth is difficult because two coupled processes-vapor diffusion and molecular incorporation-control growth. Vapor must diffuse through the atmospheric gas, but this rate also depends on the crystal shape. Because crystal shapes are complex, even detailed models of vapor growth assume single crystalline forms (e.g., Nelson and Baker 1996; Wood et al. 2001) . In cloud modeling, difficulties solving the diffusion equations are the reason for the near universal use of the capacitance method (Pruppacher and Klett 1997, p. 546) . This method provides a measure of the mass diffused to the particle; however, the model itself cannot predict the evolution of shape (e.g., Nelson 1994) . To predict shape, the gained mass must be distributed over the crystal in some fashion. Most models use either an equivalent volume sphere or a mass-size relationship derived from in situ data to distribute mass (e.g., Ferrier 1994; Harrington et al. 1995; Walko et al. 1995; Woods et al. 2007 ; Thompson et al. 2008 ). These methods typically predict only a single axis length and so do not explicitly evolve f. Chen and Lamb (1994, hereafter CL94) proposed a mechanistic method called the ''mass distribution hypothesis'' that redistributes mass over the a and c axes, allowing each axis to evolve freely (we called this the ''adaptive habit method''). This method appears to capture the simultaneous evolution of mass, f, fall speed, and ventilation effects (e.g., CL94; Sulia and Harrington 2011, hereafter SH11), whereas masssize methods have difficulties doing the same (Westbrook and Heymsfield 2011; Harrington et al. 2013b) . A few recent cloud models use the adaptive habit method in bin and bulk form (Hashino and Tripoli 2007, 2008; SH11; Harrington et al. 2013a, hereafter HSM13) .
Solving the diffusion problem, however, is not enough because vapor molecules must find an attachment point on the ice surface if the crystal is to grow. At low ice supersaturations and temperatures, vapor growth is substantially reduced by surface attachment mechanisms. This process is sometimes called surface kinetic resistance and is characterized by a growth efficiency called the deposition coefficient (a) that varies between 0 and 1 with 0 (1) growth efficiency meaning that none (all) of the vapor molecules impacting the surface are incorporated. At high supersaturations, it is thought that a primarily controls habit evolution (CL94) with only an indirect effect on diffusion rates. However, at low supersaturations (S i , 1%-10%) a greatly reduces growth, and hence the adaptive habit method and the capacitance model must fail (Nelson and Baker 1996; Wood et al. 2001) .
Even though a varies with temperature and supersaturation (e.g., Lamb and Chen 1995) , many methods assume a constant value. Nevertheless, these studies show that a can have strong impacts on simulated cold clouds. For instance, changing a from a value of 0.5-0.006 as suggested by laboratory experiments (Magee et al. 2006) increases the ice number concentration by a factor of 14 (Lohmann et al. 2008 ). This increase results from the high supersaturation produced by weaker crystal growth caused by the large surface impedance: Low values of a slow early ice growth, allowing for higher nucleation rates (e.g., Lin et al. 1998; Gierens 2003; Kay and Wood 2008) , slow supersaturation relaxation times (Spichtinger et al. 2004) , and possibly regions of high supersaturation (e.g., Khvorostyanov et al. 2006; Comstock et al. 2008) , which are commonly found in upper tropospheric cirrus (e.g., Comstock 2004; Kr€ amer et al. 2009 ). Moreover, Harrington et al. (2009) found in cirrus simulations that a influences cirrus dynamics, which then feeds back into the cloud structure producing either uncinus or cirrocumulus.
Making matters more difficult, surface kinetic processes are different for each crystallographic axis direction (Kuroda and Lacmann 1982; Wood et al. 2001) . Changes in the growth efficiency along the a and c axes-a a and a c , respectively-are thought to be the reason for the change in primary habit at all saturations (Lamb and Scott 1974; Sei and Gonda 1989; Libbrecht 2003b) ; however, the physics controlling these efficiencies is not understood (e.g., Libbrecht 2005) . Laboratory data for a are scarce, and some measurements report an a representative of the entire particle (i.e., Magee et al. 2006) , whereas other measurements report values for each axis (Nelson and Knight 1998; Libbrecht 2003b) . Unfortunately, no general method exists for the inclusion of a, and its dependence on temperature and supersaturation, in simple models of ice vapor growth. In this study, a tentative model is developed based on the adaptive habit method of CL94 and is called the ''kinetically limited adaptive habit'' (KLAH) method. Because KLAH relies on the fluxes from the adaptive habit method, this model is reviewed first.
Capacitance model and the adaptive habit method
The capacitance method is universally used in cloud models to solve the vapor and thermal diffusion problem because of its simplicity and generality: Vapor diffusion rates can be computed rapidly for various particle types (e.g., Mitchell 1988; Pruppacher and Klett 1997) as long as the capacitance is known (Westbrook et al. 2008 ). The capacitance model for vapor diffusion can be written as (Pruppacher and Klett 1997, p. 547 
where C(c, a) is the capacitance that depends on particle shape (C 5 radius, for spherical particles), D y is the vapor diffusivity, m w is the mass of a water molecule, n ' is the vapor number density in the environment far from the crystal, and n eq (T i ) is the equilibrium vapor number density at the surface of the crystal that depends on the crystal temperature (T i ). Evolving the aspect ratio requires the vapor fluxes along the a and c axis directions, which for the capacitance model are, respectively (see SH11),
As SH11 discuss, the capacitance model captures the spherically symmetric far-field diffusive flow but also concentrates the vapor density gradients over crystal ''tips'' and ''edges'' in the near field ( Fig. 1 ), leading to greater vapor fluxes where local curvature is the largest (Marshall and Langleben 1954; Nelson 1994) . Consequently, for the same volume particle, the flux onto the semimajor axis (a for a plate, c for a column) rises nonlinearly as the aspect ratio deviates from unity (SH11). These features of the capacitance model are similar to those computed using detailed methods ( Fig. 8 .24 of Lamb and Verlinde 2011) . The growth of the c and a axes can be determined from the fluxes following crystal growth theory (e.g., Markov 2003) :
If the capacitance fluxes are used in Eq. (3) the aspect ratio, f, remains constant in time (Nelson 1994, p. 85; SH11) . To allow for f evolution, the capacitance fluxes are multiplied by a for each axis (a a and a c ), thus mimicking the boundary condition for faceted growth. CL94 apply these modified fluxes to Eq. (3) in ratio form, producing what they call the mass distribution hypothesis:
where the inherent growth ratio, G(T ) [ a c /a a , is assumed to depend only on temperature. Comparison of habit evolution calculations with laboratory data at liquid saturation indicates that this is a likely a good assumption (CL94; SH11).
Kinetically limited adaptive habit model a. Kinetically limited vapor diffusion equation
Including surface kinetic resistance for spherical particles is common (Lamb and Verlinde 2011, 331-339) and provides the basis for our approach. The flow is divided into two regions: a kinetic region from the particle surface to a jump length D y approximately one mean-free path (l) away in which growth is reduced by surface kinetics, and a continuum region outside the kinetic region where diffusion theory applies. The mass flows from kinetic and diffusion theory are equated at the jump distance producing kinetically modified vapor FIG. 1. Contours of constant vapor mass density in (left) the far field as compared to (right) the near field computed from the capacitance model for a spheroidal particle with an aspect ratio of 0.1. In the far field, the isolines of constant vapor density are spherically symmetric around the central nonspherical particle. The diffusive vapor flux far from the particle is constant radially. In the near field, the vapor flux is greater along the a axis than along the c axis because of the larger curvature leading to bigger vapor fluxes-a characteristic feature of vapor diffusion to real crystals (see Libbrecht 2005) . Surface ''jumps'' along a and c, included in the modified theory, are indicated. and thermal fields. When kinetic resistance is included, the near-field vapor density increases because not all molecules incorporate into the crystal, leading to a weaker gradient and slower growth (see Fig. 1 of Harrington et al. 2009 ).
These ideas can be extended to two particle axes if the fluxes, and a, along each axis are known. The adaptive habit approach uses spheroidal particles as a first-order characterization of particle shape for simplicity as well as generality (see HSM13); we simply wish to characterize as many shapes as possible. Differentiating the spheroidal mass in time and using Eq. (3) we can write the mass growth in terms of the fluxes:
Note that the factors ac and a 2 act as effective areas: The flux onto the c (a) axis should encounter an area proportional to a 2 (ac). SH11 showed that this equation reduces to the capacitance model if the fluxes [Eq. (2)] are substituted.
To include kinetic resistance along each axis direction, we use spherical theory as a guide and assume that diffusion applies from the far field down to within a jump length (D y ) of the surface. Applying this approach in both the a-and c-axis directions (see Fig. 1 ), Eq. (2) becomes
where
, and n a D and n c D are the local vapor densities a distance D y above each axis. As in spherical theory, molecules are assumed to ''jump'' between the surface and the continuum regime, and kinetic theory is applied to compute the fluxes across the jump. This approach is used here for the a and c axes:
where y y is the mean speed of a vapor molecule and a a and a c are the deposition coefficients. The constant surface temperature and density condition are required for consistency with the capacitance model of diffusion. Equations 6 and 7 can be thought of as a generalization of the adaptive habit approach: The diffusive fluxes provide the far-field flow of vapor while the kinetic theory fluxes determine the distribution of mass along the axes. By considering the fluxes along only one axis direction, and thereby ignoring the flux variation with angle around the particle, we effectively follow faceted growth theory in which the fluxes are constant across a given crystal facet. Tying these two models together is accomplished by matching the diffusive and kinetic flows onto the a and c axes. From the diffusion equation [Eq. (5) ], the mass flow along a and c can be defined respectively as
where F a and F c are either the diffusive [Eq. (6)] or kinetic theory [Eq. (7)] fluxes. Mass conservation requires equality of the mass flow along each axis direction. Therefore, substituting the diffusion and kinetic theory fluxes into Eq. (8) and then equating for each axis direction allows the vapor density jumps to be determined:
These results are the nonspherical equivalent of spherical theory [e.g., Lamb and Verlinde 2011, their Eq. (8.27 )], and reduce to the spherical result when a 5 c 5 r and C D 5 r 1 D. Note that, with approximations (Lamb and Verlinde 2011, p. 336 ), the denominators above can be interpreted as surface resistance. Equation (9) can be used to eliminate n a D and n c D from Eq. (6) and, substituting the result into Eq. (5), the kinetically limited mass diffusion equation is found:
is defined following spherical theory as a kinetically limited diffusion coefficient. The two terms appear because kinetic resistance affects each axis flux differently. Surface kinetic resistance must also be included in the thermal energy equation and follows the procedure for mass diffusion above. The only differences are that the vapor diffusivity (D y ) is replaced with the thermal conductivity (k T ) and the vapor densities, n eq , n a D , n c D , and n ' are replaced with the respective temperatures: T i the ice particle temperature, T a D and T c D the air temperature above each axis, and T ' the environmental air temperature. The energy flow along each axis is matched between kinetic and diffusion theory, and a final equation for the internal energy of the ice particle is obtained:
where k 0 T is a kinetically limited thermal conductivity given as
In the above, r a and y a are the dry air density and mean speed, respectively, and a T,a and a T,c are the thermal accommodation coefficients for each axis. Since little laboratory data are available, we assume both coefficients are unity in this study. Assuming that latent heating is balanced by diffusion [Eq. (12)], and linearizing the Clausius-Clapeyron equation in temperature as is traditionally done (Lamb and Verlinde 2011, 328-329 ) the kinetically limited vapor diffusion equation becomes
and l s is the sublimation enthalpy, R is the universal gas constant, M w is the molar mass of water, and S i is the ice supersaturation. To close this equation, values of a are required.
b. Deposition coefficient prediction
The physics underlying a is not completely understood (Libbrecht 2005) ; however, relatively simple theories do exist and are used even in detailed models of vapor growth (e.g., Nelson and Baker 1996) . The two most common models view the surface either as a continuous source of ledges because of dislocations (dislocation growth) or as molecularly smooth and, therefore, requiring the nucleation of two-dimensional (2D) islands before growth commences (2D nucleation) (Burton et al. 1951; Lewis 1974; Saito 1996) . Surfaces can also consist of numerous stacked islands, be molecularly rough, or be covered with a quasi liquid layer among other possibilities.
Given the limitations of current knowledge, and the need for simplicity and generality, we parameterize a using an approach suggested in Lamb and Chen (1995) and Nelson and Baker (1996) :
Here, S local is the supersaturation immediately above the surface, which itself depends on a through Eq. (9), and S crit is the critical supersaturation. In 2D nucleation, S crit is the supersaturation required for 2D island formation, while in dislocation growth S crit is related to the curvature radius of the spiral ledges. The adjustable parameter, m, is used to roughly account for different surfaces (Nelson and Baker 1996) . Burton et al. (1951) showed that m 5 1 for spiral dislocations, producing a continuous rise in a with normalized S local ( Fig. 2 ) consistent with permanent ledges. Values of m between 10 and 30 produce a steep increase in a consistent with 2D nucleation, and values between 1 and 10 may be used to parameterize other surface types. For instance, a value of 3 has been suggested for stacking fault-induced nucleation (Ming et al. 1988) . We also parameterize a with the classical 2D nucleation rate equation (e.g., Kuroda and Lacmann 1982; Saito 1996) :
where A nuc is a preexponential factor that depends ontemperature, pressure, surface properties, S local , and weakly on size (e.g., Wood et al. 2001 ). Values of a have a similar dependence on supersaturation as Eq. (16) above, but are shifted to higher S local (Fig. 2 ). This shift is due, in part, to the weak size dependence that derives from the probabilistic nature of the nucleation rate, and in part from the particular properties assumed for each surface (Kuroda and Lacmann 1982) . We use this form because it appears in the hexagonal model to which we compare (Wood et al. 2001 ) and because a different 2D nucleation equation provides a useful test of our method's flexibility.
Determining values of S crit requires laboratory data, which are sparse especially at low temperatures. Data are available for temperatures 08 to 2158C (Nelson and Knight 1998), which Wood et al. (2001) extended based on field studies to 2308C. These data are used in our calculations, and we refer to them as Wood's S crit . Because the data at low temperatures were not based on laboratory measurements, we also use data from Libbrecht (2003b) . These data were taken between 2108 and 2398C at low pressures where kinetic resistance can be separated from volume diffusion (see their Fig. 7) . We use their a data to derive S crit values consistent with Eq. (16). This is done using our growth model with m 5 15, conditions similar to those under which the data were taken, and adjusting S crit to reproduce the measured a (Fig. 3) . The data do not extend to high saturations, and so we are forced to assume that the functional form for a provides the correct saturation dependence. We will refer to these data (i.e., Fig. 4 ) as our S crit in the text.
Unlike the data fits provided in Libbrecht (2003b) , our S crit values are different for the two axes (Fig. 4) . This is due to the parametric form of a [Eq. (16)], which implicitly assumes that habit variation is caused by differences in S crit , whereas it is controlled by A nuc in Libbrecht (2003b) . Though the data from Libbrecht (2003b) are highly accurate, other data do suggest S crit is different for the basal and prism facets (e.g., Lamb and Scott 1974) and, to our knowledge, this issue remains unresolved. Moreover, the fitted values of A nuc in Libbrecht (2003b) cause a to asymptote to values , 1 in the high saturation limit-a result that is counter to classical theory and other data. (However, the data differences could be due to the presence of background atmospheric gas in prior studies.) Given the uncertainties regarding the control of growth, we choose to use the parametric form [Eq. (16)] because of its generality. We stress that because Eq. (16) is parametric, our derived S crit values should be thought of as ''effective'' scaling parameters that reproduce the variation in a consistent with the parametric model. Because of this, our S crit values should be used with caution because they cannot be directly related to physical processes FIG. 2 . Deposition coefficient (a) variation with normalized local supersaturation for the hyperbolic tangent parameterization of Lamb and Chen (1995) and Nelson and Baker (1996) for various values of m (black curves) and using classical 2D nucleation rate theory as in Wood et al. (2001) (red curve) with f 5 1. The parameter m can be thought of as accounting for different surface types. The hyperbolic tangent method has no explicit size dependence; whereas the probability of forming a critically sized embryo on the ice surface rises with area (size) in the nucleation rate (exponential) model. occurring on the surface. Nevertheless, it needs to be emphasized that the KLAH method is independent of specific parameters such as the S crit data and the form used for a.
Our and Wood's S crit predict columns for temperatures below 2208C because of the data used, which is counter to recent studies (Bailey and Hallett 2009 ). However, platelike growth below 2208C can be included if S crit values are known. Our values of S crit are lower than those postulated by Wood et al. (2001) for temperatures below 2208C, indicating faster growth.
To predict a a and a c , we assume that Eq. (16) or (17) holds for each axis direction, and then find S local using the vapor excess above each axis from Eq. (9). For the a axis, this becomes S local,a 5 [n a D 2 n eq (T i )]/n eq (T i ) and S local,c 5 [n c D 2 n eq (T i )]/n eq (T i ) for the c axis. Because the n eq depends on T i , the equations must be solved iteratively (Sheridan 2008) . Once the two deposition FIG. 3 . Computed deposition coefficients (red curves) along the (right) a (prism) and (left) c axes (basal) using the hyperbolic tangent model as compared to the measured values (circles for basal face and squares for prism face) from Libbrecht (2003b) : (top to bottom) T 5 2108 to 2398C . Because these data are for faceted growth, we follow Nelson and Baker (1996) and use m 5 15 to derive critical supersaturations from the data. coefficients are known, the inherent growth ratio [G, Eq. (4)] can be predicted, which is in contrast to the original work of CL94 where G is constant at a given temperature.
Instantaneous growth rates
Since to our knowledge this is a first attempt to predict a for nonspherical particles in simple vapor growth models, initial tests are best done for simple shapes. Thus, the hexagonal growth model of Wood et al. (2001) is used as a basis of comparison. The model applies a numerical method for solving the Laplace equation on triangular grids that cover the faces of a hexagonal prism. The model is configured as in Wood et al. (2001) with 2D nucleation occurring where S local is a maximum, and dislocations originating at the face centers. For consistency, both Eqs. (16) and (17) are used in the hexagonal model and in KLAH.
a. Effects of crystal aspect ratio and supersaturation: 2108C
A first test of the KLAH method that allows for the examination of some physical consequences is the calculation of instantaneous growth rates. We start by comparing with results shown in Fig. 8 of Wood et al. (2001) using a temperature of 2108C, a pressure of 500 hPa, an ice particle with a constant volume equivalent to a sphere with a radius of 59 µm, and varying f. Our version of the hexagonal model reproduces the output taken from Nelson and Knight (1998) for T . 2108C (black squares for c axis and red triangles for a axis), and our estimates at lower temperatures derived from the data in Libbrecht (2003b) (circles for c axis and asterisks for a axis). Linear interpolation is used to approximate the critical supersaturation between temperature data points. Vapor diffusion rates are reduced in comparison to the capacitance model for both dislocations and 2D nucleation [using Eq. (16)] . Though the KLAH model overpredicts the mass growth rates in comparison to the hexagonal model for dislocations and 2D nucleation for columns (maximum relative error ;24%), it is worth pointing out that our use of spheroids biases the growth rates high (cf. Wood et al. 2001 ). The hexagonal model produces growth rates that increase more slowly with aspect ratio than the KLAH model; however, this is due primarily to the exponential form for 2D nucleation [Eq. (17) ]. When Eq. (16) is used in the hexagonal model, the growth rates are smaller at all f, but the curve shape is similar to the KLAH model. As expected, the capacitance method produces mass diffusion rates that are the highest at all f.
Ambient supersaturation (S i ) impacts S local through the diffusion process. Lower S i implies a lower S local since vapor gradients between the ambient environment and the particle are reduced, leading to weaker diffusion. We illustrate this supersaturation dependence by reproducing Fig. 8b of Wood et al. (2001) where the growth rates are normalized to dislocation growth (Fig. 6 ).
The ratio of the capacitance model to dislocation growth indicates capacitance growth is consistently greater by up to 10%. The KLAH model produces a smaller ratio of capacitance to dislocation growth, which agrees with Fig. 5 .
Given the strong supersaturation dependence of 2D nucleation, a substantial reduction in growth occurs with decreasing S i for both the hexagonal model using the exponential 2D nucleation rate and KLAH using the hyperbolic tangent [Eqs. (16) and (17)]. The hexagonal model produces a somewhat stronger decrease in growth as compared to KLAH, though this is to be expected because the exponential model has a more rapid change in a with S local (Fig. 2) . When Eq. (16) is used in the hexagonal model, it produces nearly the same ratio with dislocation growth as does the KLAH model. As S i decreases below S crit , the KLAH model reproduces the near cessation of growth shown by the hexagonal model. As saturation ratio rises all of the models tend to converge, which is as expected because growth becomes diffusion limited.
b. Effects of crystal aspect ratio: 2158 and 268C
While encouraging, the results of the last section were computed for a case where S crit is nearly the same for each axis direction, and so do not indicate the accuracy of the method at temperatures where strong habitdependent growth occurs, such as at 2158 and 268C. For these temperatures, S crit is different for each axis (Fig. 7) . Instantaneous growth rates at 2158C (Fig. 7a) with a low S i (0.5%) show that the capacitance model produces increasing growth as f deviates from unity, as expected. Similar to the results shown for 2108C, dislocations produce growth rates that are slightly lower than those produced by the capacitance model, and KLAH produces rates similar to the hexagonal model (relative errors generally less than 10%). Two-dimensional nucleation produces growth rates that are substantially reduced in comparison to the capacitance model. Regardless of whether a is parameterized with the exponential or hyperbolic tangent, the KLAH model produces the same f dependence as the hexagonal growth model. The instantaneous growth rates can have relative errors of about 50%, and the errors are greatest for the exponential model when growth rates are quite small where such errors are not as critical. This error is to be expected at low growth rates, as we discuss below.
Since the exponential model requires a higher supersaturation to initiate growth, the rate with that model is FIG. 7 . Mass growth rates at S i 5 0.5% for (a) T 5 2158C and (b) T 5 268C from the capacitance, KLAH, and hexagonal models. Dislocations have their sources at the middle of the hexagon. 2D nucleation is modeled with the hyperbolic tangent (m 5 30) and the exponential nucleation rate. At 268C only the hyperbolic tangent results are shown because the results are similar for the two nucleation models. Critical supersaturations are S crit,a 5 0.6%, S crit,c 5 2.19% at T 5 2158C and S crit,a 5 0.3875%, and S crit,c 5 0.18% at T 5 268C. All other variables are specified as in Fig. 5. 
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about two orders of magnitude lower than the capacitance model, whereas the growth is reduced by about one order of magnitude with the hyperbolic tangent.
Note that the exponential model produces growth rates that continually decrease with f, whereas the hyperbolic tangent produces decreasing rates until f 5 1 and then relatively constant rates as f is decreased further. This behavior does not depend on the functional form used for a. Artificially increasing S crit so that the hyperbolic tangent overlaps the exponential in Fig. 2 produces similar dm/dt curves to those of the exponential model (not shown). Why, then, are the shapes of the growth curves different for the two 2D growth models? It is due to the competing effects between a and the effective attachment area multiplying the fluxes in Eq. (5). Since S crit for c axis growth is large (2.19%) in comparison to the ambient supersaturation (0.5%), a c is essentially zero in both models for all f (not shown). Consequently, growth is primarily along the a axis and depends on a a and the area ac (Fig. 8) . As expected, the predicted a a values are lower for the exponential 2D model than for the hyperbolic tangent. The general rise in a a with decreasing f is due to the increasing vapor gradients over the a axis as the aspect ratio falls and curvature over the a axis rises. In the case of the exponential model, the decreasing area (ac) with decreasing f dominates and hence the growth rate decreases as well. For the hyperbolic tangent model, the growth rate becomes roughly constant because the shrinking area is nearly compensated for by the rising a a . Note that the hyperbolic tangent will produce curves similar to those of the exponential model if the supersaturation is decreased (not shown). This occurs because the dependence of a on S local /S crit (Fig. 2) has the same shape for both models, but is shifted to a lower S local / S crit for the exponential model. It is important to state that the a a comparisons should be considered to be qualitative because we chose values from the hexagonal model at the surface location where 2D nucleation occurs. We consider this choice to be the most reasonable since it is the formation of the 2D islands that controls growth initiation.
At higher temperatures, when column growth dominates (268C; Fig. 7b ), S crit is relatively low. Consequently, the growth rate differences among the capacitance model, dislocations, and 2D nucleation are not as large when a relatively low ice supersaturation of 0.5% is used. Similar to the results shown for 2158C, dislocations (2D nucleation) produce the smallest (largest) differences in comparison to the capacitance model. At these temperatures, we expect that a primarily drives the mass distribution along the axes, and has a smaller overall influence on mass diffusion. Similarly to simulations at 2158C, the KLAH model is able to capture the reduced growth rates due to low saturations in comparison to the hexagonal method.
c. Effects of supersaturation: 2158 and 2408C
Kinetic resistance becomes more important as the saturation state drops, and the effect is more pronounced at lower temperatures where S crit is larger (Fig. 9a) . Only 2D nucleation results are shown since dislocations produce relatively small reductions in the growth rates. We show results for platelike (f 5 0.1) crystals at 2158C and columnlike (f 5 10) crystals at 2408C because these temperatures have large differences in S crit for the two axes.
For both temperatures, as S i increases toward liquid saturation the models converge-a result also shown at 2108C-even though the particles are nonisometric. For diffusion-limited growth all models behave in the same fashion, indicating that the capacitance model may be accurate in this limit even though the two models have different surface boundary conditions. This result is possibly the reason for the success of the adaptive habit method of CL94 at liquid saturation: The capacitance method provides a relatively accurate estimate of the overall diffusion rate, and if that mass is then appropriately distributed along the a and c axes, basic habit evolution can be captured. It is important to keep in mind that hollowing and branching should occur at high saturations-processes that are not modeled here with KLAH or the hexagonal model.
At 2158C the growth rates rapidly diverge from the capacitance model as S i decreases, especially once S i , S crit,a . Note that the same result holds true at 2408C except the rapid drop occurs when S i , S crit,c and that the reduction in growth is greater even at higher saturations because S crit is relatively large for both axes. These results make physical sense: As S i decreases, the minor axis growth will nearly cease; however, major axis growth will dominate, keeping the growth rates from falling too fast until S crit for that axis is reached. The predicted a a and a c show this for both temperatures:
The a values decrease with S i , but fall precipitously once S crit for that axis is reached (Fig. 9b ). It appears to be S crit of the major axis that controls the strong decline in mass growth. Note that both the exponential and hyperbolic tangent models of 2D nucleation produce similar S i dependencies, indicating that the hyperbolic tangent method captures the essential features of classical 2D nucleation growth.
The KLAH method captures the reduction in growth as S i is decreased to first order. The errors can become relatively larger (over 50%) near S crit because a is such a strong function of S local that small changes in the saturation state can drive relatively large differences in growth. KLAH does produce the correct decreasing trend in each case and regardless of whether the 2D exponential or hyperbolic tangent forms to predict a are used. Though care should be exercised when comparing the a predicted by KLAH and the hexagonal model, as discussed previously, a general comparison indicates reasons for the good agreement in the mass growth rates: There is better general agreement in the predictions of a for the major than for the minor axis, and the results above suggest that it is the major axis a that strongly influences the growth rates.
Single particle growth
Though the KLAH model compares favorably to the hexagonal model for instantaneous growth calculations, evolving crystals provides another test and allows for an exploration of some consequences of the KLAH model. Individual particles are grown for 10 min at a constant temperature ranging from 218 to 2398C and at high (liquid) and low (15% of liquid) saturations. Since spherical particles are often used in cloud models, these are also simulated. To derive a for spherical ice, the averaged value of S crit,a and S crit,c at each temperature is used for S crit . Dislocation growth (m 5 1) is used at liquid saturation, though each mechanism produces similar growth at this saturation (e.g., Fig. 6 ). This is done primarily for consistency with physical expectations: One expects more steps and ledges at high saturations for which an m 5 1 is a rough proxy. For low saturation 2D nucleation with m 5 15 is used in the KLAH and the hexagonal models.
At low and high supersaturations the KLAH and hexagonal models both well represent the traditional f oscillation between 218 and 2398C (Fig. 10) . It is important to recall that KLAH does not use prespecified values of the inherent growth ratio G to evolve the axes but rather predicts both a a and a c , and hence G. Primary growth maxima occur along the a and c axes near 268 and 2158C, which correspond to strong columnar and platelike growth, respectively.
At low saturation (Figs. 10a-c) , the KLAH model overpredicts the length of the c axis by about 10 mm at 268C and underpredicts the a axis by about 8 mm at 2158C, which leads to a f that is too large. This result is not surprising given that a small change in S local produces large changes in a at low saturations (e.g., Fig. 2 ), leading to differences in f through Eq. (4). Despite this, there is general correspondence between the KLAH and the hexagonal model at nearly every temperature: Axis lengths, aspect ratio, and crystal mass are all relatively accurately predicted. This is especially true at low temperatures (,2208C) and supersaturations and is encouraging because kinetically limited growth is likely critical for such situations. The hexagonal model does produce 50% larger mass near 2158C owing primarily to stronger a-axis growth. Interestingly, including a through an average value of S crit for spherical particles produces mass evolution within 5% of the KLAH model at most T. This result suggests that it may be possible to parameterize the effects of surface kinetics on mass diffusion at low saturations through the use of equivalent volume spheres.
At high supersaturations (Figs. 10d-f) , diffusion dominates the growth and so a a and a c primarily redistribute mass. Different a values are still produced for each axis because the vapor gradients over each axis differ: They are higher over the major axis where curvature, and hence vapor gradients, are the greatest. The variation of the a and c axes with temperature becomes more sharply peaked between 2108 and 2208C than at low saturation states. This result is primarily due to the maximization of ice diffusion rates at liquid saturation near 2158C. Note that relatively small (,100 mm) crystals are produced. This occurs because a mechanism for branching and hollowing at high saturations is not included. In some models, branching and hollowing are accounted for with a reduced density (cf. CL94).
Because of the higher S local over the basal and prism facets, the hexagonal model produces a smaller f at 268C than at low saturations. However, in the KLAH model f becomes slightly larger in comparison to the lower saturation state primarily because of stronger c axis growth. This illustrates a difference in the way each model treats the diffusion process at high saturations: The KLAH model produces larger gradients over the c axis because the capacitance rises more rapidly with f for column particles than it does for decreasing f for plates. This asymmetry in the vapor flux leads to larger S local values over the c axis at high saturation states and, therefore, stronger growth. In addition, even small differences in a c are accentuated for columns because the growth is roughly one dimensional: Most of the mass is added along c. Note that the mass prediction by each method is similar since diffusion dominates growth at liquid saturation.
While these results are encouraging, they were computed using the values of S crit that we derived from Libbrecht (2003b) . To show how critical S crit is to the growth calculations at low saturations, we repeated the calculations shown in Fig. 10 using the S crit values from Wood et al. (2001) (their plate 3) . Because of the higher S crit values, c-axis growth nearly ceases for T below 2148C and both axes below about 2228C (Fig. 11) . The results of this figure are identical to Fig. 10 above 2108C because the S crit data are the same. Even with the near cessation of growth of a single axis, the KLAH model is able to capture the main features of vapor growth. Differences similar to those shown in Fig. 10 appear and are not surprising given that growth at this supersaturation is highly kinetically limited and so small changes in S local produce differences in the growth rates.
It is worth noting two other issues that are of importance here. First, recall that m can be thought of as a rough approximation for different surface types. Generally, using m , 10 in the hyperbolic tangent method leads to better agreement between KLAH and the hexagonal model (not shown). This occurs because a is less sensitive to S local as m is decreased. Second, recall that the parameters provided in Libbrecht (2003b) for the exponential 2D model have nearly the same S crit for each axis with habit variation contained in the temperaturedependent A nuc . Simulations conducted using these parameters from Libbrecht (2003b) , while still producing good agreement between KLAH and the hexagonal model, results in thicker plates and columns between 2108 and 2408C (not shown), which is in agreement with discussions in Libbrecht (2003a) . In part, the quantitative reason for the thicker particles is that traditional 2D nucleation forms for a asymptote to unity at high saturations whereas those from Libbrecht (2003b) do not (see their Figs. 3 and 4) . To account for the occurrence of thinner plates in nature, Libbrecht (2003a) postulates that a must depend on the background pressure, though our use of classical 2D nucleation methods produces thinner plates with both models (e.g., Fig. 11 ). Until reasons for the differences in theories and measurements can be reconciled, and as discussed in section 2b, we use the parametric nucleation form.
Finally, there is some ancillary evidence that a prediction in the KLAH model is relatively accurate. Because KLAH predicts both a a and a c , it therefore predicts G in Eq. (4) and can be compared to the laboratory data-derived curve in CL94. Predicted values of G from KLAH at liquid saturation using both our S crit values and those from Wood et al. (2001) show a strong resemblance to G from CL94 (Fig. 12) . While the comparison is certainly not perfect, the predicted values of G fall within the range of the observed values shown in CL94.
Parcel model simulation
How well does the KLAH method work when temperature, pressure, and supersaturation vary in time?
To examine this, we implemented KLAH into our Lagrangian parcel model (e.g., Sheridan et al. 2009; SH11) and compare the results with those produced by the hexagonal model. The parcel model simulations conducted are identical to those shown in Figs. 11 and 12 of Wood et al. (2001) : The simulations are run for a warmer case (initial T 5 2138C) and a colder case (initial T 5 2258C) using initial conditions specified in Fig. 13 and a monodisperse size spectrum. We show results only from the colder case because the differences between KLAH and the hexagonal method are similar regardless of case.
In the cold case (Fig. 13) , an initial liquid saturation is used and so the crystals begin growth under diffusionlimited conditions, where the adaptive habit method is arguably accurate, and transition toward conditions where surface kinetics dominate growth. The crystals take up the excess vapor quickly and S i reaches quasi equilibrium at approximately S crit after 200 s. The latent heating caused by the early rapid growth overcomes the adiabatic cooling due to vertical motion leading to a temperature increase within the first 100 s and a decrease thereafter. The KLAH model produces trends in the evolution of temperature, supersaturation, and total ice mass similar to those from the hexagonal model. Supersaturations tend toward lower values for dislocation growth because S crit is lower than that used for 2D nucleation (2% as compared to 8% for the c axis and 9% for the a axis). Aspect ratios remain at unity for both models when dislocation growth is considered and this is a natural consequence of having the same S crit for each axis, as is assumed for consistency with the parcel simulations of Wood et al. (2001) . In general the axis lengths are slightly larger, and for 2D nucleation the aspect ratio is too small, in the KLAH model. The latter results from a c-axis growth trend that is somewhat smaller than that produced by the hexagonal model. Nevertheless, given the simplicity of the KLAH method, the results produced by the method are quite accurate: Mass growth near the diffusion limit is captured accurately, as is the transition toward surface kinetic dominated growth. Mass growth is substantially and appropriately reduced when surface kinetic resistance dominates growth, and the KLAH model also is able to predicted, at least roughly, the evolution of two axis lengths.
Limitations, conclusions, and outlook
We have derived and tested a theoretical method to predict a in ice vapor diffusion models that we call the kinetically limited adaptive habit (KLAH) model. The model takes form from the adaptive habit method of CL94, which is really two models: 1) a model of mass diffusion to the particle using the capacitance method and 2) a mass redistribution method that follows from crystal growth theory, allowing for f evolution. The original CL94 method redistributes mass over the particles assuming that the ratio a c /a a 5 G(T) is constant at a given temperature, and can be derived from laboratory data. The KLAH method modifies this approach by tying a to the mass diffusion equation itself and predicting values of a a and a c for each axis based on laboratorydetermined S crit . While the KLAH method may seem inextricably linked to the CL94 model, it is more general than this. As long as the method of mass diffusion, which could be something other than the capacitance model, can be written in terms of axis-dependent fluxes the method we have derived should be applicable. Our method essentially reduces the difficulties with computing S local , T i , and, hence, a across a crystal to computing them, in approximation, for each axis. As we showed, the method is relatively accurate given its simplistic nature, which should make the method advantageous for parameterization development. Moreover, the results indicate that KLAH can reproduce features of axis-dependent growth that are not possible with the adaptive habit method of CL94 and certainly not with the capacitance method: Reductions in mass and axis growth including the near cessation of axis evolution as supersaturations decline are predicted by the model. Suppressed axis growth is observed in the laboratory (e.g., Lamb and Scott 1972; Nelson and Knight 1998; Libbrecht 2003b,a) and the atmosphere where it could be responsible for the observations of crystals with relatively extreme axis ratios (e.g., Jensen et al. 2008) . We also showed that the method can be applied to spherical particles, and it should be applicable to mass-size relation models as well, with appropriate modifications. Therefore, KLAH may be a useful way to estimate reduced growth at low saturations for cloud models in general. Though we have discussed exponential and hyperbolic tangent models for a, we suggest the hyperbolic tangent method for generality. At liquid saturation an m 5 1 value appears appropriate given that the model can predict the inherent growth ratio (G), whereas m 5 15 should be used at lower saturations and temperatures.
Though the method appears to work well, it has its limits. To start, comparing the method against a hexagonal growth model implicitly means that the method is fundamentally valid only for single-crystal types. However, since KLAH can predict G, it will work in the same fashion as the CL94 method at liquid saturation. CL94 account for the instability that produces branching and hollowing through a reduced ''deposition density,'' and KLAH would work in the same fashion if this density were used. How well KLAH would work for more complex crystal types, such as the polycrystals or irregular ice, is clearly an open question. Polycrystals are often the dominant habit in cold clouds (cf. Bailey and Hallett 2009) . We speculate that KLAH may work in these cases as long as a particle-averaged S crit can be determined and as long as such particles can be modeled with deposition coefficients. We base this speculation on the results shown above with spherical particles: Averaging the S crit values for a and c, even when the respective S crit differ substantially, produces estimates of mass evolution for spheres that are within 5% of that for axis-dependent growth. Using the capacitance model for mass diffusion limits our model because the surface boundary condition is a constant vapor density, not a flux, though our results suggest that this does not overly hamper the first-order accuracy at low supersaturations. A related limitation is that the vapor density surrounding the particle must conform to that of a spheroid, which does not allow S local to evolve near the crystal in the complex fashion that it would for a natural particle. These limitations do lead to errors including those for the minor axis a prediction as we have shown.
Methods such as the adaptive habit method, and KLAH, are advantageous for model development because there are few free (or ''adjustable'') parameters and the methods are mechanistic: They are driven by input data (S crit ) that are derived from the laboratory. However, this is also a limitation and not only because reliable S crit data, especially at low temperatures, are hard to come by. It is a limitation because S crit values are possibly required for many particle types. At present it is unclear whether variation of S crit with temperature drives primary habit changes in single crystals or whether it is other surface parameters as Libbrecht (2003b) suggest. Moreover, what fundamentally controls changes in a is still not clearly understood: Changes in surface structure in relation to air pressure (Libbrecht 2003a ), surface roughening with increasing temperature (e.g., Kuroda and Lacmann 1982) , and quasi liquid layers at temperatures above about 2108C (Ewing 2004 ) are examples of surface effects that need to be better understood. It is worth noting that the surface roughening used in scattering calculations (e.g., Yang et al. 2008; Baum et al. 2011) has length scales on the order of microns and is different from the smaller scale surface roughening that strongly affects ice growth at higher temperatures (e.g., Markov 2003) . Clearly, there remains substantial uncertainty associated with the growth mechanisms even for single crystals over ranges of supersaturation, temperature, and pressure. Nevertheless, the methods proposed herein should provide at least a first-order estimate of kinetically limited growth accurate enough for cloud modeling applications. Given the difficulties with modeling and measuring ice, our problems will not be solved soon. More laboratory measurements of ice growth, careful in situ measurements, and creative new theories are sorely needed.
